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Weekend Live Music Reviews: Little Boots, Song
Yuzhe

Little Boots at Yugong Yishan

There were not a lot of big live music shows last weekend, but it was the right time
for some interesting acts to show us their lesser-known talents and for us all to
learn that we can party on a Sunday night.

Song Yuzhe

Have you ever tried to remember a nightmare? That's what Saturday night’s show at
Zajia Lab bar felt like- haunting notes of distortion set to a background montage of
stark, black and white photographs.

It was the sound and
vision of folk
experimentalist Song
Yuzhe. He may be more
known for banjo
strumming, but much of
his latest gig featured
long drawn out drones
from electronica
instruments, his banjo
strings only lacing the
tunes at times. If they
could be called tunes.
Extended jamming
might be a more fitting
phrase. Song and
three backing
performers elicited
chilling tones from their
instruments, sitting

crossed legged all the while, as if they were conducting a séance instead of playing
in a rock show.

But that was their aim- to be boldly creative and unconventional, even for a genre as
steeped in tradition as Chinese folk. The most eccentric element of all was the
background slideshow of black and white photographs. The images were taken
during his recent troubadouring throughout Western China. But the shots of
rearview mirrors reflecting endlessly snaking highways could have been taken
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anywhere. It was as ambiguous as the music being played.

At one point Song sw itched from one slide show presentation to another, his
MacBook’s desktop screen sloppily visible and projected to the audience. But the
performers’ tossed manner at that point added to the subdued vibes they created
while sitting cross-legged.

The music and images further melded - gusts from a strange mouth instrument
making the scrolling images of traffic speed by. Then the spell would be broken by
some bizarre, bungee chord-sounding electro notes, only to be brought back again
by harmonious chanting from the performers. It was wholly unique, often incoherent,
vivid, and as difficult to articulate the next morning as any warped dream from the
night before.  Kyle Mullin

Little Boots

Little Boots managed to drag around 100
revellers out on a cold November Sunday night
for what turned out to be just a DJ set. I guess
the clue would be in the unambiguously-titled
'Shake DJ Tour', but it seemed like people were
expecting a song-and-dance affair. Well, a
dance affair is exactly what they got after the
initial disappointment subsided.

The diminutive diva also known as Victoria
Hesketh, barely made eye-contact w ith the
rabid, iPhone-waving throng, a shy smile here,
a modest pump of the fist there, as she mixed
up a storm of Hed Kandi house, remixes of
indie-pop tracks from the likes of Lykke Li,
Robyn, LCD Soundsystem and Foster The
People, and beefed-up versions of her own
hits.  It was all rapturously received and when
she came to the edge of the stage at the end
to give out Little Boots official bags, they were lapped up eagerly by the grateful
mob. It may have been ambitious to put on a knees-up on a cold November Sunday
night, but inside there was pure warmth. Michael Robinson
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You might also be interested in :

Weekend Live Music Roundup: Hedgehog, Boys Climbing
Ropes, I...

Listen to the invisible landscape

It's another diverse weekend in Beijing’s music scene to keep the city heated
and, as usual, we've a rich list of choices: rock, folk, jazz, electro, indie, and
musical experimentalists are on the menu.

Those punks from Subs haven’t played a lot recently, but front woman
Kangmao’s folk group Bye-bye Thanks For Your Fish has been on almost
every weekend. They'll be jamming alongside some other interesting
characters, like electro-folk Zhang Si’an, at 2 Kolegas tomorrow night.

Read more...
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Weekend Live Music Roundup: Little Boots, Jiang Hu's 5th
Ann...

Little Boots or a little boozed?

The w ill.i.am concert finally set its date a few days ago. Today, the event's Beijing
press conference took place at the JW Marriott. Chinese American singer Shunzi
and grammy nominated World music siren Sa Dingding took part in the press
conference. They w ill both be performing at the Booey Lehoo Concert (the
event's official name) alongside will.i.am, apl.de.ap and John Legend to support
"greater cultural and educational exchange between the two countries." w ill.i.am,
the Mayor of Los Angeles and some Chinese artists who couldn't make it to the
press conference sent their support via video.

One good w ish gathers all of these people together: "To benefit and raise
awareness for the 100,000 Strong Initiative - an effort w ith significant support
from both the U.S. and Chinese governments, to drastically increase the number
of American students coming to China over four years." The concert w ill take place
at the National Indoor Stadium on December 17, tickets can be booked now.
Right, now onto the weekend.

Read more...

Talking Pints: Sanlitun Safety, Little Boots and Birdy Nam N...

Little Boots

In this week's Talking Pints: Little Boots (pictured above), Birdy Nam Nam,
Digital 21, Eddie Lv and much more. But before we get into this weekend's
nightlife events, a reminder to look out for yourself when you're out at night in
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Sanlitun.

Read more...

Weekend Live Music Reviews: Omnipotent Youth Society,
New Pa...

Omnipotent Youth Society @ Tango 3F

There are always too many shows for one weekend. We can not catch them all
but sharing our memories is the least we can do. If you felt bad that you couldn’t
get a ticket to Omnipotent Youth Society’s show last week or hesitated in going to
New Pants' concert because of the price then read on. Find out if you actually
saved yourself some time and money or if you really missed out.

Read more...

Weekend Live Music Roundup: New Pants, Da Bang, Free The
Bir...

 

Pupi - Da Bang's frontwoman

Among all the “underground” rock bands in Beijing, New Pants is probably the
closest to the “mainstream,” even though they might not like that fact so much.
They actually haven’t been very active in the live music scene lately but spent
their time on short movies and stage plays. Finally they are having a big show at
a big venue – where they can put their crazy nerdy ideas onto the stage. Catch
up w ith them tomorrow night at the Beijing Exhibition Theater. I hope you won
some free tickets from us, because tickets are not cheap.

Read more...
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